Sequential measurements of body density or total body water yield inaccurate estimates of body composition change unless the proportions of protein, water and mineral in lean tissue remain constant. Since rates of change of bone mass in adults are likely to be small compared with those of fat or protein mass, volume and total body water measurements can be combined in a three-compartment model to estimate fat and protein changes assuming constant mineral mass. This new model minimizes the bias inherent in estimates of fat or protein changes made from separate density or total body water measurements.
Assessments of body composition generally consider the body in terms of protein, mineral, water and fat compartments, each of which has distinct physical properties. Most composition estimates, however, are made in terms of weight and only one additional measurement, such as density or total body water. Consequently, to estimate the size of one compartment, stable relationships must be assumed to exist between the remaining three compartments. Siri (1961) has shown that uncertainty in the relative proportions of protein, mineral and water in the fat-free body far exceeds analytical imprecision as the major source of uncertainty in estimates of total body fat made from either densitometry or total body water measurements. He did, however, demonstrate that the use of weight, density and total body water measurements in a three-compartment model could improve the precision of fat estimation. This model has, surprisingly, been neglected for too long.
In many situations the determination of the absolute amount of a body constituent is less important than the measurement of changes. Changes in composition resulting from surgery, infection and dietary manipulation are frequent topics for investigation. However, it is barely conceivable that when changes in body-weight occur, only one tissue is gained or lost. An assumption of constant composition or hydration of the fat-free body in these circumstances, therefore, leads not simply to uncertainty but to error in the estimation of fat change. The only component of body composition which can arguably be regarded as unaltered by short-or medium-term composition change is skeletal mineral. If this assumption is accepted, three variable components, protein, fat and water, remain. Thus three independent, high precision measurements, body-weight, body volume and total body water, can be used to develop a new model for elucidating changes in fat or protein mass with a confidence determined by the precision of the physical measurements. Formulas for estimating fat and protein changes are now derived.
METHOD
Consider a body of volume V, weight Wand density d i n four components whose weights, volumes and densities are identified as:
and
If measurements of W, V and tbw are made on two occasions and changes indicated by A, then from eqn (3) and assuming Am = 0
Af Ap Atbw
Substituting Ap = A W -Af -Atbw derived from eqn (1) and collecting terms : 
DISCUSSION
Bone mineral mass has been assumed to remain unaffected by body-weight changes for the purpose of generating this model. Observations of bone loss from astronauts who spent 12 weeks in a weightless state have shown an average bone mineral loss of 033 %/week from the normally weight-bearing 0s calcis but no significant loss from the radius or ulna (Vogel & Whittle, 1976) . No literature has been found, however, to document changes in bone mass associated with simple energy imbalance. Parfitt (1983) has reported that during growth, bone is deposited at a rate equivalent to 0.06-0-12 % adult bone mass/week, while in post-menopausal osteoporosis average rates of loss equivalent to 0.02 %/week are found. These rates of change of bone mass contrast with rates of loss of body-weight of 3 %/week (1955) . It therefore seems unlikely that bone mineral mass will respond, to any great extent, to short-or medium-term changes in body-weight. Body-weight can now be measured with a precision of 1 g using integrating electronic force platforms ; however, the body-weight measurements cannot be made at the same time as the under-water weight observations usually used in calculating volume or density. Respiratory water losses of about 0.5 g/min and a net loss of about 0.1 g/min in respiratory gas exchange reduce the confidence in estimates of weight at the time of volume estimation to perhaps 10 g. From a review of techniques (Burkinshaw, 1985) the precision of density estimates has been reported as being typically 0.0023 kg/13 and that of total body water estimates 1 kg using 3 H 2 0 dilution. In our experience the precision claimed for densitometry is realistic, and using 2 H 2 0 dilution (Schoeller et al. 1980) we find a value of 2 % of body water. This represents about 0.8 kg for a lean 70 kg subject.
Taking Hence the precision of fat-change estimates, rAf, is 1.02 kg.
The largest contribution to this is imprecision in total body water measurements. The corresponding precision of protein change estimates, rAp, is 0.70 kg, limited by the precision of density measurements.
If fat changes were estimated from density alone using the formula of Siri (1961) : fat fraction = (4.95/4 -4.50, variability in density measurements would limit the precision, cAf, to 1.07 kg. By total body water alone, assuming 72.5 % lean body hydration, rAf would be 1.56 kg and the precision of protein-change estimates, rAp, would be 0.43 kg. Errors resulting from changes in fat-free body composition would be additional to these imprecision estimates.
The practical validation of body composition models is notoriously difficult, especially when absolute composition values are required. Models for estimating composition change can, however, be tested by careful nutrient and energy balance studies. Continuous wholebody calorimetry measurements during a period of over-or underfeeding would provide a suitable reference, as would a carbon-nitrogen balance, using the double-labelled water technique to measure C loss. Such studies, however, have not yet been reported. However, Garrow et al. (1979) have compared fat loss estimates in obese subjects made by a variety of techniques including energy balances, and Kinney et al. (1968) have carefully analysed the composition of weight lost after surgery using balance techniques to quantify protein, fat and water losses. The findings of Kinney et al. (1968) have been used by Burkinshaw (1985) to demonstrate the changes which might realistically occur if a hypothetical 70 kg subject lost 4.2 kg of his body-weight. Table 1 compares these changes with predictions by the density and total body water models. Density measurements would overestimate fat loss threefold, while total body water would show a net gain of fat. The loss of protein indicated by total body water would be a threefold overestimate. It can be seen that our https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1079/BJN19890032 Burkinshaw (1985) by kind permission of Plenum Publishing Corp model yields accurate measurements of fat and protein changes and does so without loss of analytical precision.
We believe that this method offers a real improvement in the accuracy with which fat and protein changes can be estimated and we hope that it will be adopted by the nutrition research community.
